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Wuhan, the capital of Hubei Province, is the core city of the Yangtze River Economic Belt. It is also an important industrial,
scientific and educational base, as well as a comprehensive transportation hub in China. Known as the "thoroughfare to nine
provinces," Wuhan is the only city in Central China from which you can directly fly to five continents in the world. With its
high-speed rail network covering more than half of China, it is also called the "heart of high-speed rail." Wuhan's convenient
transportation system greatly facilitates the lives of its citizens and those of the surrounding cities.
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On May 29, China Southern
Airlines launched direct flights between
Wuhan and Istanbul. China Eastern
Airlines opened new routes from Wuhan
to Yangon, Myanmar on the same day,
followed by direct flights between Wuhan
and Mandalay, Myanmar on May 31
respectively. In addition, Urumqi Air
opened a new Wuhan-Singapore route
on May 18, and Scoot increased the
frequency of the Wuhan-Singapore
route on June 1. Thus, within two
weeks, Wuhan Tianhe International
Airport added five overseas flights,
boasting a total number of 62,
surpassing all other airports in Central
China.

The international flights in and out
of Wuhan cover five continents, and
many of them fly to tourist destinations
such as San Francisco, Moscow, Paris,
London, Sydney, Rome, and Port Louis,
Mauritius. This greatly facilitates the
travel between Central China and the
world. This years' number of
international travelers at Tianhe airport
is expected to exceed 3 million, and
international air routes from Wuhan are
expected to exceed 70.

International flights expected
to exceed 70 this year

A China-Europe (Wuhan) freight train
set off for Duisburg, Germany, on May 30,
loaded with auto radiator assembly products
made in Wuhan, the Pearl River Delta, and
the Yangtze River Delta. This is the 87th
China-Europe (Wuhan) freight train to set
off from Wuhan, but it is the first to carry
auto radiator assembly products.

A steady stream of Hubei's high-quality
goods are being transported overseas via this
train route. Goods from Europe are also
moving to Hubei and the entire Yangtze
River Economic Belt through this route.
During the 2018 World Cup in Russia,

crawfish from Jingzhou and Qianjiang were
transported to football fans in Russia and
around the world by this train route.

The China-Europe (Wuhan) freight train
resumed normal operations in 2014, with its
routes traveling to more than 28 countries
and over 60 cities. It has linked Yichang
and Xiangyang in Hubei and connected the
Yangtze River Economic Belt in China. The
train has gradually formed a well-rounded
cargo express network which allows Wuhan
to become China's logistical assembly,
distribution, transit, and transmission base
because of the city's geographical advantages.

China-Europe (Wuhan) freight train
brings Hubei products overseas

Wuhan Metro Line 1 began its
operation on July 28, 2004, making
Wuhan the first city in Central China
to have a metro system. As of
February 2019, there are nine lines
in operation and four lines under
construction in Wuhan. The lines in
operation cover 318 kilometers in
total, ranking fifth nationwide and
first in the central and western areas
of China.

Metro construction far
ahead in Central China

Wuhan is an important inland river
port in China and shipping center in the
middle reaches of the Yangtze River. The
Ministry of Communications has designated
this city a major hub port for water and

rail transportation. Wuhan plans to
upgrade the port's annual cargo capacity
to 200 million tons and to build a
shipping center in the middle reaches of
the Yangtze River within three years.

Wuhan, important river port

The China-Europe (Wuhan) freight train themed on Bingbing departs for
the Port of Hamburg in Germany. Photo by Guo Liangshuo

Public transportation
in full swing
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